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McDoNALD'S Hydraulic Regulator, un account. of which is pUblished
herewith, is spoken of with approval by Mr. Marsden in his report.

---0

MR. S. N. CASTLE has dODe much careful figuring in connection with
the maceration que::;tion, and his article on the subject should be carefully
considered by planters.

---0---

FRO:i\! the statistics supplied by Dr. J. 1\1. Smith, it appears that a Loui
siana plantation used 1541 lbs. of coal for every 1000 lbs. of sugar manu
faetm·ed. This is a poor showing in contrast with our mills, which use
trash alone for fuel.

---0'---
MR. MARSDEN'S report to the Planters' Company upon his visit to the

New Orleans Exhibition is full, clear, concise and practical. In a later
number will be printed the report of his visit to Jamaica.

---0---
DR. J. MOTT SMITH will have charge of the Hawaiian Exhibit at the

st. Louis Exhibition to be opened next August. It is to be hoped that
efforts may be made to provide a more representative exhibit.

---0---
DR. MARTIN'S statement, published herewith, as to the compartive re·

sults of the five-roller mills at ,Vaiakea and Spreckelsville, "the one using
hot water and the other not, brings forth the advantages of the maceration
process in a strong light. As Dr. Martin has made a study of the subject,
his results may be taken as decisive.

---0---
,VE have received an engraving of the vacuum pan lately built for the

California Sugar Refiner;)', from the makers, Robert Deeley & Co., Sugar
1\lachinery manufacturers, ,Vest 32nd St., New York.

The pan is 17 feet in diameter, and 42 feet 6 inches high to the top of
the overflow. The condenser is 8 feet in diameter and 28 feet high. It
is capable of making 1,000 barrels of sugar at each strike; time of strike
being from two and a half to three hours. The engraving can be seen at
our office.

---01---

RECENT Queensland exchanges contain statements in regard to the
Queensland Acclimatization Society. The Society is supported by volun
tary contributions and regular dues, its object being the introduction, ac
climatizing and free distribution of foreign plants and trees of value. The
Society is reported to be in a flourishing condition, financially sound, and
with a record of 11,000 plants distributed. This is what is needed here,
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Benjamin H. Austin, Second Associate .Justice of the Supreme Court,
departed this life at his residence in Honolulu on July 5th last. In recor<l
ing his death we can add but little to the many expressions of appreciation
of the man, or of sympathy towar<ls his friends. 'rhe resolu tions ana ad
dresses of the bench and bar, and the press noticcs all show the uuivel'"ml
esteem in which .Judge Austin was held. 'rhe Supreme Court is deprived
of the servicei:i of an upright, impartinl Judge; the country has lost an
honest man; and his frienr.ls mourn the loss of one who was ever cheerful,
patient, and mindful of the happiness of others.

and no material progress will be made toward the introduction of new and
valuable agricultural industries until a society of this nature is started

here.
---0---

MR. MARSDEN states in his report that "neither in the Exposition or
anywhere else in my travels did I see any sugar machinery that could be
compared, either in design or construction, to the machinery manufac
tured by the Honolulu Iron Works." 'rhis is a high compliment, and
not undeserved. The Hawaiian planters hardly appreciate the immense
value to them of the full and complete appliances for constructing sugar
machinery which the Iron'Vorks possesses. The rapidity and prompt
ness with which repairs are done is frequently of great value, when, were
it otherwise, the whole crop would be damaged. We are glad to record
this appreciative notice from a practical and observant planter.

---0

STATE AND PROSPECTS OF TEE SUGAR lJfARKET.

89The Pla;nters' Monthly.

The Manila basis still remains at 5.60 for 910 test, at which figure it
has remained since May 25th. 'rhe prospects are that the price will not
fall, and are quite favorable for a still further rise. The London market
governs the world, aud to that we must look for indications.

The Sugal' Cane states that the stocks in the European markets on Juue
1st were about 170,000 tons more than they were at the same date the
yeali> before. A year ag'o there was the certainty of a large beet crop; now
there is a certainty of a large aeficit, estimated at :300,000 to 500,000 tons,
with no prospect of increase in the cane crop. 'rhe increase in the con
sumption of sugat' in Europe and the United States in 188·1, as compared
with 1883, was in round' numbers 200,000 tons. It will be safe to put
down the increase for 1885 at least at 150,000 tons, which nearly wipes
out the present surplus stock, and leaves at the lowest estimate a deficit of
300,000 tons In 187G there was a deficit in the Enropean beet crop of
29i,000 tons, which caused a rise from 20s. per cwt. in July, to 30s. be
fore the close of the year. At latest advices prices in the London market
were 16s. per cwt. In New York, Glc. for Cuba eentrifugals 9G

o
test.

---0----
DEATH OF BE.L\~T..U£IiV II. AUSTIN.
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ARE THE PLANTERS RESPONS18LE FOR THE PREPONDER.
AlVOE OF MALE OH1NESE.

THE local press has been discussing the" labor and population question,
in what may be styled an emphatic manner. Charges have been made
that the goverp.ment is seeking to asiaticize the country. The govern
ment partizans repudiate the charge, and have been at great pains to coll
late extracts from the PLANTER'S MONTHLY, and from the records of the
Planter'l:l Company, to show that the planters are solely responsible, and
to blame for the excess of male over female Chinese in the country.

We shall seek briefly to state the Planter's position with relation to the
question, and will allow readers to draw their own conclusions as to the
degree of responsibility which rests upon the shoulders of the Planter's
Company, and those of the, Government.

A brief examination will show the amount of control 'which the Planter's
have over the sitm>,tiori, and the control which they exercise will indicate
the degree of their responsibility, for if the causes which govern the
selection of laborers are beyond the control of the Planters, they certainly
are not responsible for them. '1'he sources of labor supply open to the
planters are Portuguese, South Sea Islanders, Chinese, and recently
Japanese. There is bnt little difference in the relative amount of work
performed by the different nationalities. One planter prefers Portuguese,
and another South Sea Islanders, although Chinise are generally preferred
on account of their faithfulness, working equally well under the eye of
the overseer or alone; but the main point which decides the labor to be
employed, is the question of wages.

The cost of labor, including passage, medicf>l attenclance and other ex
penses which the planter's have to meet are, for Portuguese, from $~6 to
$30 per month; for South Sea Islanders, $20 to $24 per month; Japanese;
$20 pel' month; Chinese, $16 to $22 pel' month. 'Wages vary in difi'erent
districts, and at different times, but this may be taken as a fail' average.
Now ai; to the ability of the planter's to pay wages at the rate of $26 a
month and upwards. If for example, it costs $90 to produce a ton of
sugar with labor at $26 per month, and a ton of sugar nets $88, it is
a self evident proposition that sugar must go up or wages come down,
with bankruptcy as the only alternative. '1'his is the precise situation of
the Hawaiian Planters. During the past ;year, with a few exceptions, the
cost of production has equalled, and in many cases excceded, the selling
price of the sugar. 'oVe havo in mind ~L plantation which omploj's about
130 men, which is a low number for a medium sille plantation. '1'he
laborers for two year past have oeen Portuguese, and some athol'S, costing
$26 pOl' month, or it monthly laoor role of $3,38U. '1'wo yoar.~ ago the
plantation made a profit, last year it wont; oohiml about $1.2,000. Had
wages oeen at $.20 a month, the monthly paj' roll would have been only
$2,uOO, which would have rcsulted in only a small deficit, easily worked
ofl' with oetter prices coming; had wages boon :;ill. a month, tho monthly

"
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pay roll woulll have been $2,080 and instead of a $12,900 deficit there
would have been a small profit-had not incidental eXpenses swallowed
it up. 'rhis being the situation, can planters be said to control the labor
supply? With two classes of laborers capable of doing the same amount
of work, the employment of one class meaning profit and the other ruin,
can planters be said said to have any choice in the matter? Can it be said
that they ought to give $26 a month when they do not have that amount
to pay, and that because they do not pay it, they are actuated by mer
cenary and sordid motives? 'rhe planters are an energetic class of men,
but they can not get blood out of a rock. They are actuated by the same
motives which govern other mortals, cutting their patterns by thei!.; cloth.
Having a given amount of money with which to do a given amount of
work, they attempt like good business men to work within their limit.
Is there anyone who will claim that they should exceed it, and pay more
for their sugar than they receive for it?

The evil and the danger resulting to the country from an excessive
male population, is one which the planters recognize and feel in common
with the rest of the community.' '1'he PLAN'rER's }\:[ON'rilLY has repeat
edly dealt with the question, in no mealy mouthed fashion, and the
planters have paid much more than their prOl)Ortionate share, and been to
heavy expense in introducing and supporting female immigrants.

The excess of the male over the female population is a crying wrong,
and an evil which requires a speedy remedy or the results will be most
dlsa"trous. But does anyone think of calling upon the merchants, or the
mechanics, or the bankers to put their hands in their pockets, and remedy
it'? Not at all, and rightly so. It is a national danger, which can be aver
ted only by national action, and at national expense. No individual or
class of individuals should or can be called upon to do that which is for
the benefit of, and in the interest equally of every member of the commu
nity. It is a national necessitJ1 that there should be a sufficient number
of laborers to do the work required to be done in the country, and it is
neces::iary to have them at a cost within the selling price of the product of
their labor. If a nationalnccessity is occasioned by the filling'o~a nation
al want, it devolves upon the nation to satisfy the necessitJ• so occasioned;
and the presence of male laborers being' required by a national necessity , the
nece::isity of introdUcing' females of a like class devolves upon the nation"
and it is the govel'llll1ent and not the planters which should superintend
and bear the expenses of introducing' females. '1'he government has the
right, imlirectlJ' bJ' taxation, to call upon the planter:; to bear their pro
portionate share of such expense, and this the planter" will do withollt a
lllurmUI' If the government fails to undertake this work it fail:; to per
form a manife:;t dutJ·, and the responsibility for such failure of duty rests
upon the goverument.

---0---
'rnB phylloxera has made its appearance all the grape-vines ill, New

So~th ,VaLe:;, to the great alarm of tllC vinej'ardi8ts.

c 2
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To FIND THE HEIGHT OF STANDING TREEs.-An expeditious and
simple method is to measure the shadow of the tree when the sky is per
fectly clear, and there is no intclTuption to its shadc. Take a rod 01' stick
of G, 8 or 10 feet in length; place it perpendicularly on the earth by a
plumb line, and make an exact measurement of the shade it casts upon
the ground; then measure the length of the shadow of the tree with
equal exactncss, and as the length of the shade of the rod. is to the length
or height, so is the length of the shadow of the tree to its height. Ex
ample: If the rod is G feet, and casts a sharlow 2 feet long, or one-third
of the length, and the shadow of the tree is 10 fect long, the tree is 3(/
feet high, or three times higher than the shadow is long.

The flowing artesian wells of Oahu are almost of inestimable value.
It would be difficult to estimate the trouble and loss which would have
followed in Honolulu had not this supply of water been obtained.

Why flowing artesian water has not been found on the other islands
seems difficult of explanation. But if, after thorough trial, such water is
not thus found, would it not be well to make other experiments? Vast
quantities of water fall on the mountains which pass away to the sea
some in surface streams, but the greater portion in subterranean passages

. and by seepage. How to secure some of these valuable supplies of. water
demands the closest attention and careful experiment.

Recent experiments have demonstrated that in some parts of California
water for irrigation can be obtained by means of tunnels. A late number
of the San Francisco Ghronicle states that "within a short time no less
than ten tunnels have been run into the bases of the mountain ranges iI~

Los Angeles county for the purpose of securing water for irrigation, and
in every case the enterprize has been successful. It may be regarded as
a sure thing that where there is a seepage, or any moisture apparent, at
the foot of a mountain, it will be certain to develope a good supply of
water if properly followed up."

How far this rule would apply at the islands can only be shown by ex
periment. Theories without experiment are often of little value. 'Yhen
it was first seriously urged in 1878 that flowing artesian water might be
obtained on the Islands the suggestion was almost universally condemned,
and 'most plausible theories were advanced to show that it was impossible.
Experiments, however, produced results of very great value.

It seems strange that on Kauai flowing water has not been obtained
from artesian wells. ,Yith its oldcr fOl:mation, and mountains higher
than those of Oahu, it would be reasonable to suppose that such water
could be more readily found than on Oahu.

'Yhen experiments in boring have been exhausted, would it not be
worth while to try tunneling? In some places the expense of digging a
tunnel would be less than that of boring a well.

92 The Planters'Monthly.
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The following paper says the Suga?' Bowl, was read by Mr. John Dy
_mond, at a recent meeting of the Louisiana Sugar Planters' Association.

J1EI'. President-In accordance with your request I have prepared some
more specific notes concerning the McDonald hydraulic pressure regulator
for cane mills, concerning which I made a few remarks at our December
meeting.

While thIS device has met with general favor among our planters, I
believe its great merit is yet scarcely appreciated. Its capacity for im
proving the work of the most ordinary cane mill becomes so obvious after

.a careful study of the case, that we are then led to wonder why the de-
vice was not sooner discovered.

A few leading points in the expression of the juice froni sugar cane
seem to be indisputable.

1. The limit of the capacity of a cane mill must be the capacity of the
engine under the steam pressure used, the momentum of the fly-wheel,
the streng-th of the gearing and mill housings, aud the diameter of the
roller shafts.

2. T~e usual pressure exerted by the mill is all that should be exerted
by it, a proper regard being had for such contingencies of breakage as ex
perience show probable from any exeess of pressure.

3. The ordinary steam engine depends entirely upon the momentum
of. its fly-wheel for the power to pass the dead centres.

4. '1'he capacity of the fly-wheel is dependent on the weight. of the
rim and its speed, and if at the top and bottom centres it acquires just
enough speed to enable it to pass the dead centres, the action of the
engine would be irregular, and hence an excess of capacity in the fly
wheel is found necessary to induce regularity of motion.

From these data we may then conclude that an engine built to exert
one hundred and twenty horse-power must exert that power when it
passes the dead centres,' and that wehn it passes the top and
bottom centres it gets impulses above the one hundred and twenty
horse-power then using; and if brought to a sudden halt on
the top or bottom centres, there would be exerted at least two hundred
borse-power, and with ordinary heavy fly-wheels, three hundred or four
hundred horse-power; and herein lies the fertile cause of cane mill break
ages. A mill built for one hundred horse-power is called upon to resist
a strain of two hundred to four hundred horse-power, and it naturally
gives way.

'1'he late Mr. Longacre, one of the most accomplished sugar-house
engineers we have ever had in this State, proposed, as a remedy for this,
that our cane mill engines should have double or triple cylinders and
cranks and no fly-wheels, and then the capacity of the cane mill to resist
strains could be calculated and never exceeded. rrhis proposed remedy
would certainly have been effective, but its considerable cost, the necessity
for a new outfit, etc., prevented its application, and our planters generally
followed the old method, and ruinous breakages of machinery occurred
every season ; lU~l still the expression of cane juice with single mills
fell under sixty per cent., and with double mills unde!' seventy per cent.

During all this time the question of slow running and fast running mills
excited considerable discussion, and the.conclusion seemed to be arrivecl
at, that with a given pressure the slower the speed the greater the per
ceniage of extraction, but there became evident also the following can-
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elusion, viz.: That with a given pressure the thinner the feed the greater
the per centage of extraction. Here were embarrassing conclusions. Slow
speed giving better extraction than fast speed, the cane planter slowed
his mill down, but found no improvement in the extraction, and doubte({
the accuracy of the theory, overlooking the fact that to accomplish his·
usual quantity of work he had increased the feed of cane in thickness, amI
a given pressure applied to a thick body of canes cannot extract as much
juice from them in proportion as would the same pressure applied to a
thinner body of canes. .

'ro make matters more explIcit and to use figures that apply to scores
of mills in use in our own States, I will say that a mill with a top roller
shaft of 8 inches diameter, has pistons, housing amI mill gearing to cor
respond, and will readily exert a pressure of 100 tons with entire safety
to the mills and gearing.. The mill will grind a feed of cane 2 inches
thick, 4 inches thick or 6 inches thiek. If it be a 26 inch mill turning
three revolutions per minute, the surf~tCe movement will be about ~q
feet per minute. At this speed 100 tons pressure will do but poor work
on a feed six inches thick. It will do fair work on a feed four inches
thiclc It will do excellent work on ~i feed two inches thick. Experience
has thus led us toward a regular thin feed for the best results, with a
given pressure, and this conclusion has perhaps led to another, and that.
is, that a thin feed with rapid speed will give better extraction than a
thick feed with slow speeci, the pressure in each case being the same.
'1'hose planters who got a good extraction only when they carried a heavy
feed, timl that their mills are not so adjusted as to allow them to exert the
pressUl'e on a thin feed, and herein lies the cause of many mistakes con
cerning juice extraction.

If we start, thell, with the proposition that we should in no case tax
the strength of our cane mills beyond their probable eapacity, and, to con
continue our illustration, if that be limited to 100 tOllS, we shoultl then
determine how thick a feed the mill will successfully crush under tbis
strain.

,Yithont claiming to be exact, I should estimate such a mill, with a
surface speed of, say twenty feet per minute, with an even feed three
inches thick, to grind 150 tons of cane per day of twenty-four hours, ex
tracting about sixty per cent. of juice, if a single mill, or seventy 1)er
ceut., if a double mill, with 100 tons pressure on each mill.

If this 100 tons pressure could be applied to each sing-Ie cane, of course
a, much higher extraction would Le reached, but as we want working'
data, I have assumed the three inch feed, and speed of twenty fcet per
minute. To properly grind a feed of cane as thin as this it is usual to
1mve the rollers screwed up iron to iron, the spring- of the mill Lolts then
allowing space enough for the passag'u of the bagasse.

Under these conditions first-class work is done, but experience has
shown the practical impossibility of maintaining a uniform feed. ,Yith a
less femI than the standard the spring of the mill bolts allows too ll1lwh
space, and bad wol'lt is done. ,Yith more feed than the standard, the
engine stops, or the gearing of the mill breaks, or the work is done under
pcrilous conditions that we are all striving to avoid.

For poor results of too thin n feed thore has heretofore been no rcmedy,
excepting the use of heavier and more rigid mills, in which there conill
be but little if any spring of the Lolts. 'l'his seemed. an expensive remedy
to apply where but little work was to be done, alllI where economy in the
outfit was essential.

For the disasters resulting from too thick a feed there has horetofore
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In heating glue, if salt be added to the water-vessel it will not boil
until considerably above the boiling point of pure water (212° F.), and
will make the glue much hotter, and increase its adhesive strength.

been no remedy, except to increase the strength of each part when broken.
This increased strength gives increased confidence, and' usually the feed
is increased, and the chapter of disasters is again repeated; and this has
gone on from year to yeal' until now we feel we can no longer endure it.

Very few persons appreciate the enormous strain upon a cane mill by
an excessive feed. It must be crushed, ground to powder and go through,

• or the mill must stop or break. Even for ordinary work our cane mills
must have double the strength ordinarily used, and they frequently have
three or four times the strength ordinarily used, and yet give way when
suddenly halted by an excess of feed.

If all this strength, unused except in the emergency of excessive feed
ing, could be constantly applied to the extraction of cane juice, we should
enormously increase that extraetion; and herein develops the merit of
the McDonald hydraulic pressure regulator.' Having determined just
what pressure you think your gearing and mill will safely stand, your top
roller is loaded with that weight, and there it remains constantly. If
there be no feed in the mill the one hundred tons or more hang on to the
bolts all the time and maintain the tension, taking up all of the spring in
the bolts, and the less the feed the better the bagasse. If but one cane
goes through, the one hundred or more tons of pressure are concentrated
on it. The larger the feeel the less good is the bagasse, b$ecause you are
exerting thereon your standard pressure of, say 100 tons, and now you
begin to insist on no excess of feed, but to countenance occasional defi
ciencies in feed, as the thin spots give the highest extraction.

Surely this is a revolution in our industry. Heretofore, to apply one
hundred tons pressure we had to have strength up to three hundred or
foul' hundred tons; and, fearing breakage, we applied not over sixty or
seventy-five tons pressure most of the time; a thinner feed, through a
rigid opening, of course, developing less pressure. Now, when we want
to [tpply one hundred tons pressure, it is there all the time-never le;,;s, be
the feed ever so thin, and never greater, no matter how thick the feeel
may be, for the device works easily, and the thicker feed simply opens
the rolls and passes through with no more strain than with the thin feed.

I believe there is not a cane mill in Louisiana, except those now using
the hydraulic device, that does not, at some time evel'y day in the grind
ing season, stand double its ordinary strain. If they have, then, this
double strength lying ready for emergencies why not use the double strength
all the time? You can thus double the average pressure exerted by every
cane mill in Louisiana. An old cane mill with the hydraulic device is

. better than a somewhat larger new one without it. It will give a higher
percentage of extraction. \Vhatever capacity or strength the cane-mill
has is utilized all the time. '.rhere are no periods of light pressure, of
light wad;:, and one of the 110ticeable results is the increased consumption
of fuel at the mill boilers, required by the increased work of the mill.

l"or some ten years past I have used a double mill, and in previous
years never exceeded sixty-eight pel' cent. average extraction for the
entire campaign. During the season recently ended, I gl'ound over 20,000
tons of cane, ancl obtained an average extraction a shade above seventy
two per cent., thus showing a gain of about six per cent. over the best
previous results, and oq:ml on 2U,UOO tons of cane to 1200 tOilS additional.
I believe this g,lin resulted from the use of the hydraulic device.
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THE NEXT D1FFUS10N EXPERIMENT.

Speaking of the Diffusion Process, the Louisiana Sugar Bowl says:
Now, sinee every Southern cane planter realises that something must

be done to -save the sugar industry from ruin, all eyes are turned to the
proposed Government experiment with diffusion on the tropical cane.

Only adversity prepares the majority of mankind for a change. When
planters were getting' good prices for their sugar and molasses, they clid
not favorably enterlain the idea of extracting juice from the cane. They
well knew that they obtained but little over one-half the sugar from their
crop, but that half then paid handsomely. Now, however, with a
threatened collapse of a once great industry, they are anxious to see
diffusion tried under the mOi;t favorable circumstances, and, if it proves a
success, they will adopt it asrupidly as means will permit.

It is unfortunate that the diffusion process was not long ago given a
proper trial in Louisiana. When, a dozen years ago, the first Hobert
diffusion apparatus was brought to our State, there was great opposition
to its use, for then the majority of planters were not so well informed
about the raJ;1id progress it had made in increasing the sugar yield in
Germany and France. Then, too, at that time, it was almost generally
believed there was such a difl'erence between beet roots and cane, that
the results would not be as satisfactory here as there. Even when it was
instanced, by the few advocates of diffusion, that at lea"t one diffusion
plant was successfully working on cane in Arka, the "tatcment was not
credited. It was so far away that it was difficult to obtain reliable data.
However, the fact t11at the same establishment has ever since continued
to make sugar by the Slme process is pretty good evidence of its prac
ticability with cane.

"Ve said the diffusion process had not been given a proper trial in
Louisiana. This is conceded even by those who at that t.ime composed
the company and managed the apparatus. The principal cause which
'operated against its defeat was tardiness in getting ready. Much cane
had been bought, to be delivered at a stated period, and when the cane
was taken to the sugar-house it had to lie there a long time before being
chipped and diffused. As a natural consequence, the yield was not com
mensurate with the expense. r.rhis is not all-there was general mis
management of the machinery and the business of the company, and n011e
of the three diffusion plants located in Louisiana proved a financial.
success.

Our object in reviewing the above unfortunate history of diffusion in
Loui"iana is to warn all connected with the ,forthcoming experiment
against making similar mistakes. "Ve came near making a similar
blunder last fall, for an apparatus had been prepared for Governor 'Var
moth's place by the Agricultural Department at \Vashington, and, had it
been brought, it would have Leen too late for a thorough test. Now, that
another similar apparatus is being made for LouisiamL (the other having
been assigned to the sorghum distl'iet), we hope that the Executive Com
mittee of the Louisiana Sugar Planters' Associntion, whom are especially
charged with the duty of assisting in its location and erection, will profit
by the experience of the past, and see to it thn,t the plant is in place and
all steam connection made at least a month before the regular sugar
making season, so that, :-;hollid any chango be !ollndnocessary after an
experimental run, there will be ample time to make it.

We will hore add that there are still "doubting r.rholllasos" among tho



COMlylUNICATIONS.

COSTS OF CLEARING AND PLANTING LAND A7 HILO,
HAWAIl.

'l'otaI. $1,747 {iO
Cost per Acre...... 17 47-Total aost to date $ 51 30

Laupahoehoe, Hawaii, May 20, 1885. J. lV1. LIDGATE.
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700 00
102 00
015 no
521 00

71 1)0
260 00
50 00

100 00

157 50
141 00
225 00
50 no

79 00
5!H 00
327 no
lOll 50
30H 50
250 00

=
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Total.. " $ 573 50
Cost pel' Acre..... 5 73

Xi

Total. $ 2,800 00
Cost pel' Acre.......... .. .. 28 09

PLOWING AND HAIWOWING-
70 're:ul1stcrs (if) 82.2;.; $
14.1 Portuguese @ $1 00 ..
450 rlilltcs @ 50c ..
Wear and tear of Plows, Harness, etc ..

pl(tntel's. They contend that the water used in diffusion will necessitate
such an extra amount of evaporation that it will not pay. Certainly the
same argument might be used 'against the beet-root prceess, and we know
to our sorro~ that it does pay. Then, others contend that with cane,
diffusion will extract such a large amount of gummy matter that inversion
of sugar will follow, and consequent loss. Very thorough diffusIOn will
take from the cane some objectionable matter, but we have no doubt about
the ability of our chemists to overcome any defect of this kind. We
regard this as one of the smallest objections to the process. The slicing
of the calle in sufficient quantity for a.large apparatus is the most serious
question to be solved, and the genius of our mechanics wil.J, soon accom
plish this.

EDITOR PLANTERS' lVIoNTIILY:-Your request for statistical items
from time to time leads me to enclose the following statement of expenses
on 100 acres of land recently planted.
CI,EAIUNG-BuSH LAND-

35 Acrcs-Trees cut down and stumps removed by contract @
$20 : $

80 'reamstel'S @ $2.40 pel' day ..
011) Portuguese @ 81.00 pel' day .
5D2 Chinese @ 8~e. pel' clay ..
143 \\'oIllcn and Boys @ 50c. per day ..
520 Mules @ 50c. pel' day .
,Veal' and tear on '1'ools, ctc ..
Overseer's salary one luonth .

PLANTING AND REPLAN'rING (including cutting and packing
Seed-

35 Temnstcrs @ $2.2.5 :.$
504 Portuguesc @ 81.00 .
3G4 Chinese @ DOc .
381 \Vomen and Boys @ 50c ..
G13 :i.\Illles~Frt1'l'owiJJg, packing Sced, etc., @ 50c ..
Overi3eel"S salary two months .
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REPORT OF J. MARSDEN TO 'lHE PLANTERS' LABOR AND
SUPPLY OOMPANY CONOERlYING THE NEW

ORLEANS EXI:l1B1TION. ~

To the President of the Planters' Lab01' and Supply Oompany:
DEAR SIR,-Pursuant to your instructions, I visited the New Orleans

Exposition, and examined the various exhibits of sugar machinery and
ag'ricultural implements that were there on exhibition, and beg to submit
for your consideration the following report:

SUGAR :cIIACHINERY.

The exhibit of sugar machinery at the World's Expoi:lition is small, and
contains little that is new or interesting.

The Newell Universal Mill Company of. New York exhibit their
National Cane Shredder. The shredder consists of two rollers, each roller
being made of eight dies fastened on a strong shaft, the whole forming
a roller having four deep V's at right angles with its axis, each V being
cut with teeth, the apex of the teeth on one roller fitting in the depres
sions of the second roller-one roller being driven much faster than the
other. The canes are ground or torn to pieces, the appearance of the
torn canes being something like the strainings from the mill at the first
strainer, perhaps a little coarser. 'fhe rollers are strongly cased, and fur
nished with a stopper. The shredder is placed, before and above the
cane mill, the cane-carrier being arranged to convey the canes to the
shredder, the shredded canes falling to the crushing mill. The advantage
claimed is a larger percentage of extraction than is possible with un
shredded canes, and a great saving in power. 'fhe shredder has been in
use during the last season, on Governor Warmoth's Magnolia Plantation,
with bood results. The following articles from the Picayune and 'l'imes
Democntt give the result attained in figures:

"LOUISIANA SUGAR PRoSPEc'rs BRIGHTENING.

I' would seem now that the old adage, 'It is always darkest just before
day,' is not without application to the sugn,r interests of Louisiana.

"In the first place, the depression in values has reached bottom, and a
reaction has set in. Prices have advanced over one cent per pound
recently in all the American markets, and when it is nnderstood th,at this
has been brought about without any aid from speculative influences, its
significance will be realized. The article had reached a price at which it
could not be produced, except perhaps in a few localities, and yet, though
so cheap, was not generally considered a safe investment. But when a
staple article sinks to that position, the work of regeneration sets in
silently, and the equilibrium between cost of prodllcti~n and market
value is restored, and men look back and wonder they could not see the
necessity for such restoration.

!' Along with the rise in prices, and more assuring- aspect in t.hat direc-
tion, has come another very important factor in the problem. A llew
process for handling the cane has been tried all the plantation of Governor
H. C. 'Warmoth, and found to increase the yield of sugar by a very large
percentage. The innovation consists in the use of an additional mac4ine
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"The :I'ank, but upon the whole extremely favorable, statement of
Governor \Varmoth about the workings of the cano-shredder at his Mag
nolia Plantation, has doseryedly attracted much attention amongst sugar
planters, from the simple fact that it shows the highest results practically
evet' obtained in Louisiana. It is, however, not this fact alono that con
stitutes the principal value of this experiment, but it was all the more in
teresting on account of the incidental comprehensiveness of the demon
stration, which proved what the shredder could do, and what it- could not
do.

" If we hud any fault to find with the statement itself, it would be that

called a shredder, to prepare the cane for the mill. The shredder con
sists of two cylinders revolving against each other (like the rollers at
present in use), the surfaces of which are set with knives. The cane in
passing thro'gh these is chopped and broken, rendering the work of the
mill comparatively easy. '.rhe results attained are certified to by Gover
nor Warmoth, as follows:

" 'While grinding the first half of our crop, our milling was very un
satisfactory, caused principally by the imperfect construction, weakness,
and breaking of our second mill-gearing. Several teeth were broken out
of the spur-wheel, and through fear of others breaking, and further
delays, we could not screw down this mill, and the loss of juice was so
great that we found difficulty in burning our bagasse.

" 'After the first run, these difficulties were partially remedied, and
the extraction much improved. The bagasse now burned freely, on an
ordinary grate, without the use of a blower (a thing we never accom
plished before), keeping a g.ot fire under the boilers, and furnishing an
increased quantity of steam. But at no time during the grinding could
we adjust the second mill as it should have been, and our yield of juice
suffered from this imperfect milling. But for this our total yield would
have been much larger than it was. Our sug".r· house books show the
following results:

Per cent extrac- Lbs. sugar for one
Runs. Tons cane ground. tion. ton cane.

First................................ 4885.34 70.81 138.84
Second 2031.50 77.14 174.11
Third.............................. 10!H.00 78.17 180.50
Fourth..... . 952.50 82.30 194.75
Average'for last three rum;.. 4178 78.67 181.23
Average for whole crop ...... 9063.34 74.58 158.42

" 'At the time your shredder was erected it seemed advisable to'place
it some 75 feet away from the mill, and the common cane-carrier (covered
with canvas) was u~ed to convey the shredded cane tn t.lle rolls. This
unfavorable location of the shreddet· caused a loss in juice which we esti
mate at 2 ~ to 3 per cent. Before another campaign the shredder will be
placed dose to the rolls, and all of this loss saved.

" '\Vith stronger gearing and good milling our crop would have yielded
175 pounds of sugar per ton of cane. Our yield for 1883 was 1'13 pounds
per ton of cane.

" 'I comlllend your shredder to the sugar-planters of this country, with
the confidence that it will give the best mills an increased extraction of at
least 12 pel' cent. and redeem oUt' industry from the depression which now
overwhelms it.' "-Picayune, January 28.

"'.rIlE CANE SHHEDDEH AND ITS WOHKINGS AT THE lIIAGNOLIA
l'IJANTA'I'ION.



it does not give some positive data at least regarding the density or
quality ef the cane, which would, of course, be the first thing looked for
and missed by professional sugar-makers, or those who are influenced by
their advice. •

"The mere fact that cane yields 9 or 10 per cent. sugar, especially
when not even the different grades and the proportion of each grade are
mentioned, is in itself not quite conclusive, while many experienced
planters are not satisfied that the measuring of the juice alone is an abso
lute and reliable test.

A large part of the cane, it will be noted, gave with the shredder no
gl'eater results thanc!1n be and are obtained by good double mills in
general. 'rhis is attributed to the very unsatisfactory milling, 'caused
principally by the imperfect construction, weakness, and breaking of the
second mill gearing.'

"This must be construed to mean that the shredder does not add much
to the effect of a three-roller mill, however good, and not even if supple
mented by 'a weak set of second rollers,' and that the planter must first
provide himself with a strong pail' of supplemental rollers, of the best
construction, if he wishes to extract the largest possible amount of juice.

" After getting such rollers, the planter may think of providing himself
also with a shredder, and a separate engine to drive it; but that this
should result in a positive economy of power, as claimed, might well be
doubted. .

"The recommendation of the shredder is, therefore, and· consistently
with the observations at the Magnolia Plantation, restricted by the remark
'that it will only with the best mills give an increased extraction of at
least 12 per cent.' But as the number of the 'best mills' is reallY very
small in proportion to the whole number of mills of all sorts in the State,
and the total expense of getting first-class double mills would be enormous,
the assertion that such improvement would redeem our industry from the
depression which now overwhelms it, must be received with the greatest
reserve."-l'imcs DcmOC1'at, .January 29.

'rhe Reading Iron 'Vorks of Philadelphia exhibit a three-roller mill, of
ordinary construction, the only novel feature being that the pinions and
gearing are constructed with the V tooth. The advantage claimed is,
tllat gearing with the V tooth is much stronger than the ordinary type.

The Blymer Manufacturing Company of Cincinnati exhibit a small
mill and some evaporators of the sorgum pan type, the same being
adapted t,o the wants of small planters, but possessing no features of
special interest. I here beg to mention the facL that neither in the Ex
position 01' anywhere else in my travels did I see any sugar machinery
that could be compared, either in design or construction, to the machinery
manufactured by the Honolulu Iron \Vorks.

'Vhile in New Orleans I was invited to inspect the automatic hydraulic
pressure regulator for sugar mills, invented by John S. McDonald. This
appears to be a useful invention, and consists of two hydraulic rams, one
being placed undcr each cheek below the timbers under the bed-plate,
the cylinders being fastened to the timber and ram impinging on the
heavy washer connecting the housing bolts. Doth cylinders are connected
by a pipe, and another pipe connects both {'ylinders to all acculIlulator
weighted to the desired pressure all the top roller.

..__..\---~~":.
. ,
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Mr. McDonald has also invented an automatic arrangement whereby as
the feed increases the pressure can be made to increase. The advantage
claimed for ..the regulator is that it enables a mill to equally crush cane
when either alight or heavy weight is passing through it; also, that it
gives greater security from breakage. The hydraulic regulator is manu
Jactured by Leeds & Co. of New Orleans.

While in New Orleans, I learnt that the plan of the Department of
Agriculture to have a diffusion battery in operation in the Exposition had
been abandoned, owing to the inability of the Louisiana planters to supply
the same with canes during the exposition; at the same time, I was in
formed that in all probability the experiment would be tried during the
coming season-probably at Governor Warmoth's plantation. The result
will be interesting to all concerned in sugar production.

AGRICULTURAL n,rPLEl\IENTS.

The exhibit of plows, cultivators, and harrows was large-the exhibits
of Henry F. Blaunt, B. F. Avery & Sons, Thomas Meekle & Co., and
Deere & Co., being particularly noticeable. The exhibifs of the firms
mentioned, though making nn attractive display, contained but few
novelties.

Messrs. B. F. Avery & Sons exhibited a geared rotary cultivator, which
consists of two cylinders, as rollers hung between two wheels, from which
the motion is taken. It is claimed that this implement will cultivate
cane better thany any other now in the market, and will work in cane to
an advanced stage, saving 50 per cent. of hand-hoeing.

'1'he Hoosier Pulverizer, exhibited by Deere, Mansur & Co., is a novel
implement, and seems well adapted to what is claimed for it. It consists
of a harrow with rollers, the rollers running in bearings in the bars of the
harrow; each roller is studded with harrow teeth, and revolves on being
drawn over the land.

The Globe Planter, manufactured by the Globe Planter Manufacturing
Company of Atalanta, Georgia, is an implement specially adapted to the
planting of cotton-seed, etc., and the drilling of bone meal and other fer
tilizers in a powdered state, distributing the same over the land in any
desired quantity, and doing the work at a tithe the cost of hand-work.
This machine has a plow in front which opens the furrow, distributes the
bone-dust, and covers it with earth by two steel dies attached behind the
container. This implement would be a valuable tool to plantations where
fertilizers are used.

Various styles of barbed wire are exhibited by II. B. Scutt & Co., and
by the \Vashburn Manufacturing Company also. Both firms exhibit the
machines in operation for manufacturing the barbed wire. '.rhe machines
are very ingeniously constructed-twisting the wire and putting on the
barbs atone operation.

E. \V. Ros~ & Co., of New York, have a fine exhibit of ensilage and
fodder cutters. These cutters nre very strongly constructed, and nre fur-
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nished with elevators to deliver the cut feed either to the front or to the
right or left. 'rhese cutters have an upward cut, as is used in most

fodder-cutters.
The Simpson & Gault Manufacturing Company have an exhibit of

spiral conveyancers. These conveyancers are used for conveying sugar,
grain, etc., and might be used with advantage for conveying sugar from

under centrifugal machines.
J. C. Burruss, of Oarrollton, Illinois, has on exhibition a very ingenious

machine for makil1g wire fence. 'rhis fence is made of four double
strands of wire, with laths 6 inches apart firmly fastened between the
wires, the whole forming a good stock-proof fence. This machine will
make, with hand-power, 2500 feet of fence per day; it is well made, and

the price is reasonable.
The Allison Manufacturing Oompany, of Phlladelphia, have a fine

exhibit of gas and steam pipe. 'rtw special feature of their exhibit IS
their patent socket for connecting wrought-iron pipes. This socket, in
stead of havi~g the threads tapped straight through as is usually the case,
thereby having a bearing of only three or four threads on the pipe, is
apped to the exact taper of the pipe, ensuring a perfect fit.

E. W. \Valker, of Goshen, Indiana, exhibits a combined well borer, and
drilling machine. This machine is mounted on wheels, and contains all
the appliances for boi'ing or well drilling through clay, sand or rock, and

will drill wells 500 feet'deep.
Mr. 1\1. V. Palmer, of "\Villimatic, Oonn., exhibits a very cleverly de-

signed lifting clamp, wh~ch:can be attached in a moment to beams or

joists, without cutting o~' boring
Deacaville Aine, of Petit, Bourg, France, has an exhibit of his porta

ble railway and, rolling stock. This railway is of 16, 20, 24. and 30 inch
gauge, with steel rails of 9, 14 and 19 pounds to the yard. This railway
is very portable and easily adjusted. Plants are made especially adapted
to the transportation of sugar cane, for which it is used in the Mauritius,
Cuba, Peru, Brazil, and many other countries. Twenty miles of this
railway is now in use in the construction of the Panama Oanal.

S'rEA:i\! PU:i\!PS.

The A. S. Cameron Steam Pump \Vorks, East 23rd st., New York,
exhibit theil' various styles of steam pumps, for which they claim the fol
lowing advantages: that it has fewer parts than any other pump made.
The valve gearing consists of four pieces only including the main slide
valve; that it is the mosp compact and the least liable to breakage, as
none of the working parts are exposed to damage; it will always start at
any part of the stroke; it will run at any speed desired. The London
Engineci' says of these pumps: this is the simplest of the class of l-iteam
pumps that have come under our notice, the action is certain at all speeds,
and when working at full speed and with 1001bs. pressure in the air ves
sel, the suction hose may be suddenly lifted out of the water without the
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The Delameter Iron 'Yorks, of New York, exhibit three sizes of the
improved Rider Compression Hot Air Pumping Engine. This is a very
useful and economical pumping engine, requiring no engineer to operate
it. 'rhe sizes shown are 5, () and 10 inches, using about 3, 5 and 7 pounds
of coal per hour, and will pump 350, 1,000 and 3,000 gallons of water, 50

o feet high, (per hour) with the stated consumption of coal. The engines
are well constructed and made on the interchangable plan.

AH'l'ESIAN WELlrBOHING ~fACilINES.

The American Diamond Rock Boring Co., of 15 Cortlandt St., New
York, exhibit three sizes of Diamond 'VeIl Boring l\Iachines. 'rhese
machines are well adapted to the boring- of artesian wells. 'rhey are
operated by steam, and use diamond pointed lJits. 'rhey will drill
through the hardest rock, making a perfectly true cylindrical hole any
size from 1 to 7 inch diameter, any depth to 2,000 feet. Special
machines are made to drill larger holes and go much deeper, if required.
'1'llOse machines will preserve and raise to the surface samples of the
material bored through, in the shape of solid cylinders ill sections, show
ing clearly the stratification of the rocks and earth to the depth bored.
Seven of these machines have been })Ul'chased by the Australian Govern
ment for the purpose of artesian well boring, and the developement of
their mineral lands. 'rhe Hawaiian Government might with great bene
fit to the country imitate the example of the Australian Government, and
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pistons striking the cylinder covers (a severe test), the parts are so acces
sible that although hot with steam, and just after it had been working,
we had it to pieces in hardly more than a minute.

The Davidson Steam Pump Works, 41 to 51 Keap St., Brooklyn, New
York, have a fine exhibit of steam and vacuum pumps. These pumps
have a simple valve motion, there being only one valve in the valve chest,
the same being a cylinderical slide valve, actuated by an attachment to
the main piston rod.

Henry R. ·Worthington & Co., 145 Broadway, New York, have on
exhibition a variety of steam pumps of the well-known Duplex type,
each pump consisting of two water and two steam cylinders, the valves
of each steam cylinder being moved by a cam and lever motion, from the
piston rods, each piston giving motion to the valves of the other. The
same firm have also on exhibition the \Vorthington Independent Con
denser. The makers claim for this condenser that it embodies the novel
and special feature of utilizing the residual force of the exhaust steam,
combining it at the point of condensation with the force of the incoming
injection water, producing a current of high velocity which perfects and
maintains the vacuum, carrying the uncondensed vapor through the
suction valves into the pump cylinder, where it is thrown out into the
atmosphere. Its construction is such that a corJ.plete comingling of the
steam and water is secured, obtaining the best condensation with a mini.
mum amount of water.
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another makes the action of the machine abortive. The decortication of 
the stalks is accomplished by first flattening them between 1wo smooth 
rollers which carries them on to two rollers, fluted spirily, which peels 
the bark from both sides of the stalk, the bark is then caught by an in
genious arrangement of canvas belts and carried to a delivery table. The 
Gibson machine would prove an efficient decorticator if it was provided 
with an arrangement to prevent the stalks crossing, as it is, not more 
than 4 or [) stalks can be fed at once, without rendering the operation in
complete. When not more than 4 or 5 stalks were fed to the machine, 
the decortication was perfect. 

While in New Orleans, I had the pleasure of an introduction to Mr. 
Felix Fremerey, the author of several scientific treatises on the nettle 
family, and ramie in particular. Mr. Fremerey is a member of the 
Fremerey Manufacturing Co., of Newark, New Jersey, who are manufac
turers of ramie by a process known ouly to themselves. Mr. Fremerey 
gave me a sample of ramie fibre prepared by their process. In conclusion 
I would say that the subject of fibre growing on these Islands is one which 

. should receive the earnest attention of the Government and people. 
We have an unrivaled climate and soil and most of the fibre plants will 
grow on soil unfit for sugar cane, and can be grown and cultivated by 
persons of small means. There are no doubt a number of people who 
would engage in the cultivation of flbres if it could be shown that there 

. was a reason~tble prospect of a fair remuneration for their labor, and to 
this end, I would recommend the Hawaiian Government to procure a 
good fibre cleaning machine, erect the same in Honolulu, and clean free 
of charge; samples of the fibre plants grown on these Islands, so that 
their market value can be ascertained. By so doing, the growing of 
fibres here would be encouraged and many waste places made fruitful. 

Respectfully submitted. J. MAHSDEN. 

SOlJfE LOUISIAJVA SUGAR, STATISTlCS. 

STATISTICS OF A LOUISIANA PLANTATION. 

1B71 1875 1876 IS'j', 1878 1879 
:Nulllber UCl'CI:l CllIll" Duly ••••..••.•.•.••••.•••.• GUU 5'il~ U1~ 70;.! ti3tl 605 
Avcra~c hund:::, womcn und children rllteu full 

hullus .....•.•.••.•.••.•.••• GR 80 77 80 81 81~ 
Acrc~ to cach rull hllnd ...•.... :::::::::::::::: 12.G5 10.:]5 10.5-1 12.5 11.5:1 10.4!1 
Hogt;heuds to each hund .....•.•.....•.....•••. I:J.~I 1:1 00 165:J-77 9 19·~0 18.r; .. 1757 
l:logshcau8 In lJoundo .......................... 12;;U 1310 1;j!j(j 1·132 1:)7!1 1.516 
Co~t ::>f cultivation per llOUllU .................. . 02 ctt:' 0" .018~ .O::!!J .015!) 0162 
CO:3t of manufacture per hogflheai.l ............. S~U t2 20 75 20 ·J3 bhert crop 2~ 8, 25.73 

Ayernge yield per ncre in ponnds .............. 
high. 

1500 1800 2080. 1112 2365 2370 
Average yield per ncre in 188·1. 3U{j5.G. 

Soft Pittsburg coal, 84 per ton, 15411bs. to 1000 lbs. sugar. ·Wages of 
full hands in 188'1, G5 cts, pel· day with house rent, which is the wages 
throughout tho State the current year. 

Variations of percentage of juice extracted as per mill record, 1882: 
Oct. 21st, G,1.5 per cent.; 28th, 67.G per cent.; Nov. 4th, G6.9 per cent.; 

11th, G9.!) per cent.; 18th, 71.1 per cent.; 25th, G9.8 per cent.; Dec. 2nd, 
71.8 per cent.; 1Gth, 72.0 per cent.; 24th, 72.7 per cent.; 30th, 70.0 per 
cent.; Jan. 6, 1883, G8.9 per cent.; 13.th, 72.0 per cent. 

The following is the record of an estate having a two and a. three roll 
mill, by maceration process in 1881 and 1884: 



RE:BIARRS UPON :BIAOERATION
BY S. N. CASTLE.

The use of the double or triple effect reduces the requirement of heat
from 230° to 170°-or 60° on an average-fa l' evaporating, and to this
extent reduces the amount of fuel required" The continued action of
heat, at this temperature, darkens and creates redueing or invert (un
crystalizable) sugar, a loss not likely to occur at the lower temperature.
The addition of the two-roller mill, it is claimed (geared properly), gives
8 to 10 per cent. mo're of the juice from the cane, and the addition of hot
water in maceration of the bagasse from the three-roller mill will increase
the 8 or 10 per cent. to 12 or 15 per cent. by the second mill, which,
added to the 68 per cent. extracted by the first clUshing, increases the
the totat" extract to 80 per cent. of juice out of a supposed 88 per cent. in
the cane, and H. ·10 per cent. of sugar, from a total of 18.0'1, in cane at 10° B.
'With the diminished need of fuel by the introduetion of tho double
effect, the bagasse has been found practically to meet the additional fuel
demanded to evaporate the additional diluted juice produced by the
second mill and maceration, though all the most liberal theory it is not
quite sufficient. The adoption of the improvements here indicated, I do

1881-Juice from first mill, 8.30 Baume; second mill, 7.10. Polarization
first mill. 12.60 Baume; polarization second mill, 10.20. Combined juice
after sulphurization, density, B., 8.10; polarization 12.10.

1884-Rollers two revolutions per minute. Average of juice to whole
crop.'.67.2 per cent.; average of sugar to cane .0701 per cent.; average of
sugar per ton of cane 140.75 Ibs.

I am indebted to the Han. J. M. Smith for the above notes, which
will interest our planters. The average number of hands for the acres
cultivated is much less than at thes'e Islands, as indicated by my ob
servation. The average yield at the Islands is much larger per acre than
what is indicated by this table, but the number of hands to the acre is so
much greater that it is doubtful if the pounds of sugar per hand is not as
great in many cases there as here. The wages there are $16.90 and house
rent, about the same as here, per month of 26 \vorking days. I do not
know whether it is continuous there as here, through the twelve months
of tIle year. The cost as recorded, is there about 3~' cents per pound,
which is far less than the average cost here.

Except the short crop of 1877, the statistics show a constant increase in
yield. from an average of 1,500 Ibs per acre in 1874 to 3,065 Ibs. per acre
in 1884-more than 100 per cent., but the increase in labor to 1879, was
only from 68 hands to 81k or about 20 per cent. r.rhe aVE\rage amount of
juice extracted from the cane, is about what is credited to a good 3 roll
mill properly geared which the latest authors rate at 68 per cent., but the
amount of sugar, 140} Ibs per 2,000 pounds of cane seems surprisingly
small, being only 7.0'1 per cent. at a density of 8.30°= 15 per cent. of sugar
in the cane. Here, we usuallJ' take a larger percentage of the sugar from
the cane by the use of the 3 roller mill only. S. N. OASTLE.
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not doubt, will be of great value to the plantations if skilfully used. . If
there is anything better it will supersede these. From the results of expe
riments, the record of which I have read, of diffusion applied both to sugar
cane and sorg]mm, I think the extraction of the sugar more complete than
by any other method; but there are some drawbacks besides, and beyond
the additional expense of fuel for evaporation. This is so great
that when fuel is expensive it becomes a serious question whether
the additional sugar obtained will pay the additional expense of evap
oration. A ton of cane, with temperature of juice at 62° F., and a

.. density of 10° B., fully ripe, should have about 1437 lbs. of water, 323
Ibs. of pan sugar, and 240 lbs. of dry bagasse: total, 2000 lbs. This
bagasse, under atmospheric pressure, theoretically, will evaporate 778 lbs.
of water; but experience has proved that where the evaporation is in
the vacuum its power is much greater-in fact that it will, as at Waiakea, .
dQ the whole work.

I have carefully re-examined the figures of 1\11'. Young, as published in
the PLANTEH:O' MONTHLY. He has kindly furnished me with the mill
record of ten of the days' wOI'k included in the statement of the
MON'rIlLY, aggregating 108,150 gallons of first and 31,850 second mill
juice. I have tried several of these days' work separately, and the aggre
gate of them all by itself-and as to be expected-they differ a little day
by day; but the aggregate shows an increase of 16.3 per cent. of sugar
from the diluted second mill juice, fully sustaining the results stated by
Mr. Young. I have also obtained from him the results of a recent day's
work of the two mills in dry grinding, together with the analysis of the
juice, from both mills. The three-roll mill took off 24 clarifiers of 500
gallons each-12,000 gallons. The seeond mill took off 3 I-10th clarifiers
-1550 gallons. The first juice stood 17.5° Brix-equal to 9.25° Baume
with 16.3 per cent. of crystalizable sugar, and 1.2 per cent. of solid
matter. The juice from the second mill :otood 18° Brix-equal to about
10° Baume-with 17.1 pel' cent. of crystalizable sugar, and .9 per cent. of
solid matter.

The second mill juice analyzes better than the first, and shows an in
crease of sugar of over 13 per cent. by the second grinding dry. The
second mill juice polarizing the highest, gives a little larger percentage of
increase of the sugar than of the juice, and, compared with maceration,
shows an increase about 3 per cent. .greater by maceration than by dry
grinding, which would pay the planter if his tra:;h is used for fuel, and
enough of it. The ligneous fibre in cane varies from D to 17 per cent.,
averaging about 1~ per cent. "With the more woodj' cane the tmsh would
be ample, with the lig'hter it w<.lUld not be enough. In the 86,166 lbs. of
gain at \Vaiakea, 12 to 13 per cent. was probably due to the second mill,
and a 01' '1 per cent. to the hot water, of which there must have been
about 38,000 gallons which was added to that to be evaporated from the
juiee at the rate for fuel of auout one pound of coal to thirteen or fourteen
IJounds of water, done in vacuo. By this it will appear that the differing
ease,,;, and even conditions of the same estate, ll1u:;t be committed to the
intelligence and good judgment of the manager-where and when to
macerate with hot water, and when the increase in sugar will more than
pay for tlle increase of expense for fuel. \Vhen the tm:;h i:; found suili
cient there cun be no doubt; when it is not, there is occa:oiOll fOl' the
exercise of good judgment.

In the trial:; of the operations of the separate days, from the ten days'
record I found them to differ in the amount of increase from 15 to nearly
1D pel' cent., but the whole to be 16.3. The differences are, no dOUbt,
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THE VALUE OF WASTE JJWLASSES.

due to the difference in cane and the application of water; but as the
trash was sufficient, no question of fuel could arise. It will be seen by
the aml:lysis of the juices from the two mills in Louisiana that a much
smaller amount of water was used than at Waiakea.

., \!.Oi

The Planters' lJ1onthly.

EDITOR PLANTERS' MaN rilLY: The following figures will explain how ..
much the planters lose year by year in not carfully utilizing the molasses.
If we take a production of 50,000 tons of raw sugar as a basis, the result
ing molasses (40 per cent. of the total) will be 20,000 tons, equal to 400,000
cwt. In every hundred weight of molasses there is an average of 2.5 pounds
of potasse sait, either in the form of nitrate, acetate, chloride or sulphate,
which gives in round numbers 1,000,000 pounds, equal to 10,000 cwt. of
potasse compounds. The price of potasse compounds in Germany (the
cheapest market) is about $2.50 per kilo., equal to oue cwt. This gives
$25,000 as a loss only on potasse which occurs every year. The molasses
contains besides the potasse compounds, many other substances which are
highly fertilizing (sugar ammonia compound, etc.), and if we take the in
trinsic value of the rest of these substances, equal to five times the intrin
sic value of the potassc, we have a loss of $125,000, or S500 for every 100
tons of ~ugar manufactured. To keep his cane fields in proper condition
the plantei" has the chance to buy and import potasse compounds and pay
freight and charges, or to use his molasses which he has at hand, ~nd
which is otherwise in his way, and which to get rid of he ought to be too
glad. One large sugar mill in Germany produced in 1850-60 200,000 Ibs.
per year of potasse compounds ready for market, but has since given it
up, finding it more remunerative to utilize the molasses as a fertilizer for
:the sugar-beet fields. Of the new methods for extracting sugar from mo
lasses only those are paying, by which, after extracting the crystallizable
sugar, the potasse solutions cun be brought again to the fields.

But by mixing the molasses with carbonates and slacked lime as my
patent indicates, there is another point which is of equal importance in
the cane field. It is a fact that the volcanic soils of the islands do not con
tain time in the form of carbonate, but of silicate, and in very small quan
tities; '1'herefore when the cane fields are every year enriched by lime,
which is not only indispensible for the formation of crystallizable sugar, but
which changes the physical nature of the soil altogether, the quality of
the soil is not only being kept up, but impr.oved. 'rhcre is a law which
says: " Between the capacity of soils to absorb and retain mobture and
the' capillarity of the soils exists a close relation." '1'he higher the
capillarity, the more a soil is enabled to pump the moisture from a
depth and so evaporate it. Now it is an established fact that the lime con
taining soils possess a low capillarity; in other words, theJ-' l:eep the moisture
in the soil and enable it to furnish a continual and constant concentration
degree. After a period of ten years, besides raising bdter crops, the
planter has improved his land considerably; and there is little doubt
that in many cases in which some cane fields show in comparison with
others a higher productive capacity, the reason may be traced to this
point, i. e., the low capillarity of the soil, or the economical evaporation of
the store of moisture contained in the same.
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The mixture of the molasses with lime in its dry state may be mixed
with trash ashes and other fertilizing materials according to fhe want of
the soil and niay in fact form a basis for the mixing with other artificial
fertili:>;~rs which should never be applied in a concentrated form.

DR. G. MARTIN.

EDITOR PLANTERS' MONTHLY: Permit me through the meidum of
your paper to plac~ before sugar planters 'and others interested, a copy of
the analysis of two samples of trash from five-roller mills. One sample
from Waiakea, Hila, where, besides double crushing, hot water is.thrown
through a spray pipe upon the trash as it is leaving the first set of rollers,
(liluting the juice from the second miil to haH the density of the first, and
a sample from one of the double crushing mills at Spreckelsville, Maui,
where no \vater is used to moisten the trash before the second crushing.
Analysis of \Vaiakea trash is as follows:

Fibre and mineral. 42.16 Ibs.
""Vater 56.76 Ibs.
Sugar lett in trash 1.081bs.

100.00
Analysis of SpreckelsvilIe trash from five-roller mill without the appli-

cation of hot water to trash before second crushing:
Fibre and mineral. 38.13 Ibs.
""Vater 55.001bs.
Sugar left in trash : 5.881bs.

100.00
This shows 4.8 per cent. more sugar left in trash from double crushing

at Spreckelsville without hot water than there is at \Vaiakea with double
crushing and hot water.

At \Vaiakea, 100 Ibs. of trash as it comes from the mill contains only
1.08 Ibs. of sugar against 5.88 lbs. of sugar left in 100 lbs. of trash at
Spreckebville. '1'hi:-J difference is very great, amounting to 1. 71 Ibs. of
sugar to every lOO Ibs. of cane in favor of the \Vaiakea hot water process.

Some planters are uncler the impl'es:;ion that what ::iugar is lost in the
trash is partly got back in the shape of fuel, but I am prepared to show
that this is a great mistake.

'1'he tm::ih from \Vaiakea mill btU'ns freely in the common old style of
furnaees, amI, the combu,.,tion being complete, the whole work, including
the evaporation of all the water thrown on the trash, can be done on the
tra:;h fuel alone.

'1'he tra:-Jh from the Spreckelsville mill does not burn freely, and has to
be supplemented by a great deal of coal to do all the work of mill:; and
boiling-house; and that too with no extra water to be evaporated, as at
\Vaiakea,

l\ly investigations in this direction convince me that tra,.,h from <:Wrer
ent mill:-J, containing' equal percentages of lllobt'uw, have different deg-rees
of combustiblelw::i:-J; just as thl're may be more 01' le::i:-J sug-m' left in the
trash, the groater will be its combu:-Jtibility and ctlicicncy fOl' generating
steam, and vice ver,.,a. '1'0 the above I lIIay add the reasons why in one
year the megasse is ::iuflicient. for fuel and in another not:

If we have for instance in the tlrst year, megasse containing water 50,

."
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sugar 10, fibre 40, and in the following year instead of water 50 water 56,
.the percentage either of the fibre or the sugar must change, or perhaps of
both. Let us suppose that the megasse of the second crop has the same
percentage of sugar, then the composition of the megasse will be water 56,
sugar 10, fibn! 34; or in other words, by increasing the amount of "vater
to 6 per cent., if sugar remains constant, fibre is reduced to 34 per cent.
A few figures will illustrate what it means if megasse increase its moisture
6 per cent. higher. If we take 3600 as the number for units of heat in the
furnace developed by burning chemically dry megasse, our first megasse
will represent- .

3600XO.50=1800 units of heat; the second, 3600XO.44=1584.
From which we have to subtract for water in the megasse to be evaporated:

1. 640XO.50=320 units. 1800-320=1480 units.
2. 640 X 0.56=358 units. 1584-358=1226 units.

Difference 254 units, or 17 per cent. That means, if the megasse in two
consecutive crops has an increase of 6 per cent. of moisture, 17 per cent.
of this megasse or 4 per cent. of coal are to be supplemented to do the
work of the first megasse. DB,. GEORGE MARTIN, Chemist.

Honolulu, June 25, 1825.
--------

EDITOR PLANTERS' l\{ONTHLY: Among recent Hawaiian inventions is
one of interest to mill-men and planters, viz, a mill indicator. A series of
accurate multiplying levers is attached to the mill cap, so that the least
rise or spring of the top roller is indicated on a dial, or traced on a roll of
continuously moving paper. As the feed varies the index hand keeps
rising and falling, thus indicating very accurately and delicately good,
rpedium, or poor grinding. A little experience will show the point at
which the indicator hand ought to bept, and if the feed is supplied accord
ingly, good grinding may be insured with even the most ignorant mill
hands. But of far greater value in my estimation is the more elaborate
form which traces a continuous line on paper, driven by clock work, as
thus an automatic tabulated register is secured which may be read fit any
time thereflfter, and whieh will indicate at any time what the grinding
has been in the past, how Illany hours, how continuous, etc.

It is not always possible for the engineer or man in charge to watch
personally the grinding. He is frequently called awa;y for ft few moments
or an hour two to other parts of the mill. During this time he has no
check on the quality; it may be done well-more likely it is not. "With
this device, however, on his retul'l1 he can tell by the regularity of the
traeed line the natlll'e of the work done during his absence.

'Ve have had sueh an arrangement in use during the past season in our
mill at Kaiwilallilahi and find it to be practically valuttble. 'Ve were
umler the necessity of fitting up the clock-work feature ourselves, as tll'e
inventor does not manuf:d.:ture that form of the instrument, and our con
trivance is but rude, still it is sullieientl,v accnrate to "how the value of the
ilIon. '1'he men feeding- the mill are paid partly according to the nature
of the line traced on the paper, aud we consider that we secure better
grinding.

It will paJ' mill ownerR, managerR, and all those interested in getting
the jnice out of the cane to examine the matter for themselves. MI'. Sam.
JOITon is the inventor and patentee, amI wiUno doubt will gave all re-
quil ed inf()I'nl~tti()n in regard to it. .J. :NI. LYDGA'l'E.

Laupahoehoe, June 9, 1885.

1,\'
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